ENJOYING NATURE WHILE LIVING IN HARMONY WITH IT.

APPROVED FOR USE IN SEA TURTLE PROTECTED AREAS BY THE FLORIDA WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Female sea turtles have for years been coming ashore to lay their eggs on beaches. Once hatched, these hatchling turtles are guided to the ocean by their instincts to travel away from the dark silhouettes of the dune vegetation and toward the brightest horizon - the light from the sky reflecting off the ocean.

In present times many coastal areas are highly populated. These artificial lights near the beach can deter females from nesting and disorient hatchling sea turtles. The hatchlings instead travel inland toward these artificial lights, where they often die from dehydration, are preyed upon by fire ants and ghost crabs, or sometimes crawl onto the road where they are run over by cars.

These Paraglo 6” and 3” red LED lights feature all our great features of our standard white, blue and multi-color changing LED lights, but also meet the exact wavelength criterion to not affect negatively the wonderous wildlife around us.

**ADVANCED EFFICIENT TECHNOLOGY**

Paraglo’s patented DUOSINK® and PULSEWAVE® technology produces maximum brightness while using up to 90% less energy than a conventional 100 watt halogen pool light.

**FEATURES/BENEFITS**

- Unique detachable cable connection
- Consumes less than 12 watts
- Pentair & Zodiac controller compatible
- IPX8 tested & approved; the highest waterproof rating attainable